
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

The Olive Odysseys 

Croatia & the Dalmatian Coast 

By Land & By Sea 

with Prague & Budapest 

September 3-15 2018 

 
Day Twelve September 14 

Dubrovnik, Croatia 

 

We take to the seas again by ferry boat today to chart our course for Dubrovnik.  

 

After we check into our hotel, we will have a tour of this town, including a walk on the walls. Join us 

tonight for our farewell dinner.  

 

Breakfast/ Ferry transfer to Dubrovnik/ Tour of Dubrovnik/UNESCO World Heritage Site -Old City of 

Dubrovnik/Overnight Dubrovnik 
 

 

The first mention of the city of Dubrovnik dates back to the year 614 A.D. At that time, what is now the                      

center of Dubrovnik was actually a small island (Laus) in which a small settlement (Rausium or Ragusa)                 

was forming as a refuge to the inhabitants fleeing from Epidaurus, in the Peloponnese in Greece. By then,                  

its strategically advantaged situation by the Adriatic sea would change its entire history. 

 

In the 9th century, Dubrovnik (as Ragusa) had become the most important city in Dalmatia. It went from                  

being under the rule of Byzantine Empire to belonging to the Republic of Venice, and in 1358 the present                   

city of Dubrovnik got its independence to be called Republic of Ragusa. The city-state prospered until                

1808, when Napoleon annexed it to the Napoleonic Kingdom of Italy. Later it passed through the                

Austro-Hungarian domain and, after the First World War in 1918, it was renamed as Dubrovnik. In the                 

recent balkan war during the Siege of Dubrovnik (1 October 1991 to 31-May 1992) 16,ooo refugees were                 

evacuated and 11,000 buildings were damaged. The Siege of Dubrovnik incurred international            

condemnation for both Serbia and Montenegro and lead to their economic and political isolation.  

 

Dubrovnik’s old town, entirely closed to vehicle traffic, is surrounded by an ancient city wall, mostly well                 

preserved up to the ramparts and the watchtowers. The city wall is also entirely walkable, and grants the                  

visitor with some beautiful panoramas of Dubrovnik’s unique orange rooftops: there is a law in place that                 

states that no other color must be used when building a rooftop in the area. 

 

Today Dubrovnik is called ‘The Pearl of the Adriatic’. Its medieval charm has been forever retained on                 

film, as HBO’s popular TV show Game of Thrones’ was filmed in Dubrovnik for few remarkable episodes. 

 

St. Blaise, the city’s patron saint, watches over visitors through many statues across Dubrovnik. 

 

 

September 14 Dubrovnik, Croatia   IRUNDO�Address : Ul. Đura Baljevi 1, 20000, Dubrovnik, 
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